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Company ProfileManagers 
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Purpose: To be a leader in the flooring industry by 
providing enhanced services, relationship and 
profitability.

Vision: To provide quality products that exceeds 
the expectations of our esteemed customers.

Mission statement: To build long term relationships 
with our customers and clients and provide 
exceptional customer services by pursuing business 
through innovation and advanced technology.

Core values: We believe in treating our customers 
as partners. We grow through creativity, invention 
and innovation. We integrate honesty, integrity and 
business ethics into all aspects of our business 
functioning.

Goals: International expansion in the field of 
industrial and sports flooring and develop a strong 
base of key customers, Deliver high quality end to 
end sports facilities projects.  

Unica boya was established in 2001 in Istanbul,
Turkey to provide creative solutions concerning
Acrylic-Latex based sports floor covering
systems, polyurethane based indoors sports
hall, athletic tracks, epoxy based industrial floor
coverings and anticorrosive paints & coatings. 
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Standard System

Bright Colors, Premium Product,
Unica Quality

1. Acrylic Primer 367-28 / AQ Primer
2. Resurfacer 367-30
3. Precoat 367-200
4. Overline 367-F

ACRYFLEX T SYSTEMS 

 

 

It is composed of components that are produced with 100% pure acrylic latex polymers. It 
is the most economical system of the ACRYFLEX T series. It is a covering that can be used 
during all four seasons and thatit has an aesthetical, long-lasting and textured structure 
with a topcoat covering colored with UV resistant pigments provide the players with an 
opportunity to play comfortably and with a good performance.

As it is used as a tennis court floor covering, it is also safely used in multipurpose outdoor 
play fields for basketball, volleyball, and handball. It is classified by ITF. As it is 
recommended to be used on the asphalt floor, it can also be used on suitable concrete 
floors after the surface preparations are made with proper primer systems.

ACRYFLEX T court covering systems that are produced with the latest developed Acrylic 
Latex Technology can be applied on asphalt and concrete floors.

Available in standard eight colours

Since 2004, we have been the first provider in Turkey for five di�erent systems for the 
ACRYFLEX T brand which are certified by the International Tennis Federation (ITF). These 
systems usually applied in tennis court can also be applied in volleyball, handball and 
hockey fields.



The system has acquired an elastic structure with a UNIRUBBER coat that was 
created by mixing the very special granulometric rubber powder in a 100% pure 
acrylic latex polymer. As with our other systems, ACRYFLEX T Cushion which is 
used for multipurpose outdoors provides a comfortable, safe, and 
high-performance game for the player thanks to its impact absorber floor 
feature. ACRYFLEX T Cushion which has to be applied on concrete 
infrastructure may also be applied on concrete floors whose surface 
preparation is properly made. It is classified by ITF. Its average application 
thickness is 3mm.

1. Acrylic Primer 367-28 / AQ Primer
2. Resurfacer 367-30
3.  Unirubber 367-40
4. Precoat 367-200
5. Overline 367-F

Cushion Plus System 

Cushion System

1. Acrylic Primer 367-28 / AQ Primer
2. Resurfacer 367-30
3. Unirubber Plus 367-40
4. Unirubber 367-40
5. Precoat 367-200
6. Overline 367-F

A professional system with its impact-absorbing feature increased with 8 coats of 
UNIRUBBER, ACRYFLEX T Cushion Plus provides a game at a medium speed. The 
system creates a long lasting floor that may be used during four seasons. The 
combination of 8 di�erent colors enables you to create field floors of di�erent colors. 
It requires no maintenace. ACRYFLEX T Cushion Plus gives the player the joy of a 
professional game with its long lasting quality and comfort.

Speciality Products 

Our new developed system which 
contains specific extender inside reduce 
the density. It gives 40% more thickness 
with same consumption as compared 
with other conventional systems.

Acryflex T Nano Cushion has been 
formulated with high performance Nano 
UV and scratch resistance additives 
inside.

Glosscoat 367-T 100% acrylic latex 
polymer & clear varnish (a clear coat for 
the finished surface to protect from UV).

Glosscoat 367 T

Nano SystemT-light System

 



Play Grounds
L'unicflex Multi 2S

L'unicflex Pro & Spray Coat

Sandwich System

Running Tracks

L'unicflex Multi

L’UNICFLEX 2S is a 16mm prepolymer binded two layers system with an 8mm recycled SBR 
shock pad finished with a high quality 8mm EPDM surface. It is designed as a 
multi-surface so that it’s very suitable for basketball, tennis, badminton, futsal in schools 
or urban areas .

L'unicflex Multi 2S

Walking Paths
L'unicflex Multi 2S

1. L'unicflex Pro is an athleticism track floor covering also called as the Full Polyurethane 
system. It is an ideal system for sprinter and long distance racers. Mainly used for 
sports tracks in schools and leisure facilities.

2. L’unicflex Spray Coat combination of recycled granules and high quality elastic 
prepolymer and a PUR spray coating as a top layer makes it highly durable as well as 
a cost-save solution.

This is the system that is used in tartan tracks most 
commonly and is also known as the sandwich 
system. A mix of special granulometric recycle 
rubber and elastic polyurethane is spread on the 
floor at a desired thickness with the help of a 
paving machine on the application field. 
Supporting it with 2K elastic polyurethane sealer 
and self-leveling systems and spreading 
granulometric EPDM above at desired thickness 
and colors, the lane lines are applied and the 
process is finished.

L'UNICFLEX MULTI is a system has the World Athletics certificate and contains Elastic
Polyurethane components. It provides floors that have high performance and long life and 
no requirement for maintenance. 



L'unicflex 
Indoor & Outdoor

The system reduces the risks of slipping, reduces muscle fatigue and 
ensures better ball bounce thanks to the application by 
casting/prefabricated mat which produces a seamless surface which 
maintains its technical performance over the years. The system also 
ensures excellent acoustic comfort and perfect resilient which meets 
requested force reduction and deformation.

1. Professional and amateur purposes

2. Training facilities

3. Multipurpose courts

4. Indoors and outdoors

5. Schools and colleges

6. Club Houses

7.  Gym

8. Corporate offices

9. Residential societies and apartments

1. Comfort

2. Safety

3. Multipurpose use

4. Resistant

5. Easy to repair

6. Better cushioning

7. Temperature protection

8. Anti skid

9. Less maintenance

The safe and versatile system is designed especially for indoor Basketball, 
Voleyball, handball, fussball, badminton, kids playground. The granular 
rubber mat and the self-leveling polyurethane resin based finish make the 
surface elastic and resistant.

Tested at Accredited lab CST and approved according to BS EN 
14904:2006, The European Standarts for sports areas-Indoor surfaces for 
multi-sports use".

*Meets Fiba Requirements

Product Characteristics Application Areas



®

Pavercoat 43

Pavercoat 43 Green Product
with 0 VOC

®
Epoxy modified Pure Acrylic coating

What are S.R.I Figures?

®

Solar reflectance index (SRI), is another measurement beginning to get some attention 
as a numerical expression of a coating’s overall ability to reject solar heat.  Pavercoat 
43 is an advanced coating for Asphalt with certain colours which have been verified to 
have SRI (Solar Reflective Index) greater than 29.

PAVERCOAT 43® is an ultra high reflectance Epoxy modified Pure Acrylic coating for use 
in multipurpose flooring systems. The high reflectance of PAVERCOAT 43® is engineered 
to lower air conditioning energy costs.

PAVERCOAT 43® reduces surface degradation and prolongs the life of the surface it is 
applied to, significantly lowering the life-cycle costs of the roof.

• Ultra-High Reflectance

• Seamless Waterproofing

• Fully-Adhered Installation

• Durable & Renewable

• Guaranteed to Prolong Surface Life

• Cooling Energy Savings

• Reduced Life-Cycle Costs

• Zero VOC Green Product



ACRYFLEX-T CUSHION
SYSTEM, MOROCCO

ACRYFLEX-T CUSHION
SYSTEM, MOROCCO

ACRYFLEX-T CUSHION
SYSTEM, MOROCCO

ACRYFLEX-T CUSHION
SYSTEM, MOROCCO

ACRYFLEX-T CUSHION
SYSTEM, MOROCCO

ACRYFLEX-T CUSHION
SYSTEM, SERBIA

ACRYFLEX-T STANDARD SYSTEM,
RHODES ISLAND  

ACRYFLEX-T CUSHION
SYSTEM, EGYPT

ACRYFLEX-T LIGHT
SYSTEM, EGYPT

ACRYFLEX-T CUSHION
SYSTEM, MOROCCO

ACRYFLEX-T STANDARD
SYSTEM, IZMIR

PAVERCOAT,
ABU DHABI

PAVERCOAT,
TURKEY

PAVERCOAT,
TURKEY

PAVERCOAT,
TURKEY

LUNICFLEX MULTI,
ABU DHABI

LUNICFLEX MULTI,
ABU DHABI

LUNICFLEX MULTI,
DUBAI

LUNICFLEX MULTI,
KSA

LUNICFLEX MULTI,
QATAR

LUNICFLEX MULTI,
TURKEY

LUNICFLEX MULTI,
TURKEY

LUNICFLEX MULTI,
TURKEY

LUNICFLEX,
DUBAI

LUNICFLEX,
MOROCCO

LUNICFLEX,
TURKEY

LUNICFLEX,
IRAQ

LUNICFLEX,
MOROCCO

LUNICFLEX,
MOROCCO

LUNICFLEX,
TURKEY
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